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ZOLTÁN KODÁLY
(Born December 16, 1882, Kecskemét, Hungary; died March 6, 1967, 

Budapest, Hungary)

Duo for Violin and Cello, op. 7

Composed: 1914

Published: 1922, Vienna

First performance: May 7, 1918, Budapest, by violinist Imre 

Waldbauer and cellist Jenő Kerpely

Other works from this period: Two Songs for Baritone and 

Orchestra, op. 5 (1913–1916); Capriccio for Solo Cello (1915); Cello 

Sonata, op. 8 (1915); Kádár István (Stephen Kádár) for Voice and 

Piano (1917); Régi magyar katonadalok (Old Hungarian Soldiers’ 

Songs) for Chamber Orchestra (1917)

Approximate duration: 25 minutes

Though perhaps less celebrated than Béla Bartók, the Hungarian 

composer, educator, and ethnomusicologist Zoltán Kodály certainly 

deserves mention in the same breath as his colleague and compa-

triot. Raised in the Hungarian countryside, he was exposed to both 

the classical repertoire (his parents were amateur musicians, and the 

young Kodály learned, largely by his own tuition, to play piano, violin, 

viola, and cello) and folk songs. Kodály held these complementary 

musical interests in common with Bartók, whom he befriended while 

both were in their early twenties. Nationalist impulses, too, prompted 

their travels through the Central European countryside to collect folk 

music, whose character would become essential to their respec-

tive compositional languages. “The vision of an educated Hungary, 

reborn from the people, rose before us,” Kodály recalled, years later, 

of his collaboration with Bartók. “We decided to devote our lives to its 

realization.” So, through their efforts, did Bartók and Kodály cultivate 

a distinct Hungarian musical identity, deeply rooted in folk sources. 

Bartók later extolled his colleague: “If I were to name the composer 

whose works are the most perfect embodiment of the Hungarian 

spirit, I would answer Kodály. His work proves his faith in the Hun-

garian spirit. The obvious explanation is that all Kodály’s composing 

activity is rooted only in Hungarian soil, but the deep inner reason is 

his unshakable faith and trust in the constructive power and future of 

his people.”

Kodály’s Duo for Violin and Cello, op. 7, has endured as one of 

the finest essays in the relatively meager repertoire for violin and cello. 

Indeed, the medium seems barely sufficient to contain the work’s 

muscular content, as though Kodály were dressing a giant in tight-

fitting clothes. Though a relatively early work in Kodály’s broad oeuvre 

(a catalogue including some twenty chamber works, yet more exten-

sive in the realms of vocal, choral, and pedagogical music), the duo 

nevertheless illustrates the essence of the composer’s mature musical 

language.

Primacy of melody is on display throughout the work. The cello 

begins the first movement with a proud, folk-like theme, proclaimed 

forte, risoluto; the violin comments with equally assertive double- 

and triple-stopped chords. A lyrical second theme appears, piano, 
tranquillo, paced by steady pizzicati.

Equal to its melodic wealth, the duo demonstrates Kodály’s char-

acteristic ear for formal balance and textural proportion. His use of 

double-stops, polyrhythms, and other devices serves to maximize the 

piece’s sonic breadth, at times creating the illusion of larger instru-

mental forces. The work moreover makes fearless use of the full range 

of both instruments, from their resonant low registers to their piercing 

high range. The work, finally, exhibits egalitarian writing—perhaps, at 

times, even a competitive one-upmanship—between the two voices, 

as at the first movement’s climax.
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Despite its piquantly chromatic harmonic palette, the gentle 

Adagio proffers an unassuming, folk-like simplicity. Even in moments 

of agitation—high-pitched cries in the violin above rumbling tremo-
landi in the cello—here is music given over more to wistfulness than 

to fury or despair.

A thoughtful violin monody, vaguely redolent of the duo’s open-

ing movement, begins the finale’s Maestoso introduction. The ensuing 

dialogue between violin and cello soon gives way to the movement’s 

main Presto section: a lively peasant dance, in which the folk element 

of Kodály’s language comes to the fore.

BÉLA BARTÓK
(Born March 25, 1881, Nagyszentmiklós, Hungary [now Sînnicolau 

Mare, Romania]; died September 26, 1945, New York City)

String Quartet no. 5

Composed: August 6–September 6, 1934

Published: 1936

Dedication: Detailed in the notes below

First performance: April 8, 1935, Washington, D.C., by the Kolisch 

Quartet

Other works from this period: Magyar parasztdalok (Hungarian 

Peasant Songs) for Orchestra (1933); Magyar népdalok (Hungarian 

Folk Songs) for Voice and Orchestra (1933); Music for Strings, 

Percussion, and Celesta (1936); Sonata for Two Pianos and 

Percussion (1937); Contrasts for Clarinet, Violin, and Piano (1938)

Approximate duration: 30 minutes

In his 1931 essay, “The Influence of Peasant Music on Modern Music,” 

Béla Bartók arrived at a three-tiered prescription for the use of folk 

melodies in contemporary composition:

We may, for instance, take over a peasant melody 

unchanged or only slightly varied, write an accompaniment 

to it and possibly some opening and concluding phrases. 
This kind of work would show a certain analogy with Bach’s 

treatment of chorales.
Two main types can be distinguished among works 

of this character. In the one case accompaniment and 

Program Notes: Budapest
Notes on the program by Patrick Castillo

*Bolded terms are defined in the glossary, which begins on page 94.
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introductory and concluding phrases are of secondary 

importance; they only serve as an ornamental setting for 

the precious stone: the peasant melody. It is the other way 

round in the second case: the melody only serves as a 

“motto” while that which is built round it is of real impor-

tance. …

Another method by which peasant music becomes 

transmuted into modern music is the following: the com-

poser does not make use of a real peasant melody but 

invents his own imitation of such melodies. There is no true 

difference between this method and the one described 

above. …

There is yet a third way in which the influence of peas-

ant music can be traced in a composer’s work. Neither 

peasant melodies nor imitations of peasant melodies can be 

found in his music, but it is pervaded by the atmosphere of 

peasant music. In this case, we may say, he has completely 

absorbed the idiom of peasant music which has become his 

musical mother tongue. He masters it as completely as a 

poet masters his mother tongue.

Having ultimately found the first two means of incorporating 

folk sources—i.e., straight transcription and the invention of original, 

inauthentic peasant tunes—unsatisfactory, Bartók turned to his third 

prescribed method. By probing the folk music that he collected in his 

travels through Central Europe to ascertain its character, Bartók inte-

grated that character into his own work, thereby cultivating one of the 

twentieth century’s most compelling musical voices.

This absorption of “his musical mother tongue” into a highly 

developed compositional technique is in evidence in Bartók’s String 

Quartet no. 5—the fifth of the composer’s six quartets, which, along-

side those of Haydn, Beethoven, and Shostakovich, constitute one 

of the repertoire’s most influential quartet cycles. Throughout these 

works, Bartók utterly reimagines the sonic possibilities of this most 

essential chamber music genre. In addition to expressing Bartók’s cul-

tural identity with subtlety and sophistication—indeed, “it is pervaded 

by the atmosphere of peasant music”—the quartet, like its five siblings, 

is quite revelatory for its palette of timbres and inventive instrumental 

techniques.

The quartet comprises five movements, arranged in a sym-

metrical arch form. The outer movements are fast and have thematic 

material in common. The second and fourth movements both exem-

plify Bartók’s “night music” style, described by Bartók scholar David 

Schneider as characterized by “eerie dissonances providing a back-

drop to sounds of nature and lonely melodies.” At the work’s center is 

the piquant scherzo.
The Allegro first movement opens with a striking gesture: a forte 

salvo of repeated B-flats (leaning, in the first measure, into neighbor-

ing C) that unleashes a rollicking melody, barreling forward with total 

abandon. In contrast to these insistent repeated notes, the aggressive 

second theme features wide upward leaps of ninths and tenths in all 

four instruments. Following a brief recollection of the first theme, the 

second violin introduces a new musical idea: legato triplets, marked 

piano, dolce, rising and falling as if inebriated, underpinned by soft 

pizzicati. Each theme figures in the furious development section. In 

the recapitulation, foreshadowing the quartet’s overall mirror-image 

structure, the three themes appear in reverse order, with the legato 

triplets falling then rising and the second theme leaping downwards.

Quiet trills and disconsolate gestures begin the Adagio molto. 
These settle into a hymn-like series of pianissimo triadic chords in the 

lower strings, above which the first violin utters keening melodic frag-

ments. This poignant music quickly dissolves into a more enigmatic 

section, marked by anxious tremolandi and impassive pizzicati.

The scherzo movement, marked Alla bulgarese, evokes a Bulgar-

ian folk dance in its rhythmic asymmetry, dividing each measure into 

4 + 2 + 3.
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Despite its irregular gait, the melodic lines flow easily atop the cello’s 

pizzicati, suddenly erupting into a lively hoedown. The swirl of eighth 

notes continues into the trio section, but pianissimo and con sordino 

(with mutes), as accompaniment to a rustic tune shared between the 

viola and cello. The Bulgarian dance returns with gusto.

The Andante fourth movement returns to the second move-

ment’s “night music” character but takes a more lighthearted tack. 

Glissando pizzicati, featherweight thirty-second-note figures, and 

other playful touches give the music a blithe air. Tremolando chords 

faintly echo the hymn-like chorale of the second movement before 

the music escalates to an agitated climax. As this turbulence subsides, 

the violins more clearly recall those earlier chords. The movement 

ends with a colorful masterstroke: beneath a glassy harmonic in the 

first violin, the lower strings tap a quiet chord col legno (with the wood 

of the bow), answered by glissando pizzicato chords in the cello.

The finale transfigures the first movement’s thematic material 

nearly beyond recognition. After a cursory preamble of slashing trip-

lets and expectant silences, the repeated notes that began the quartet 

reappear, launching the movement into a barn-burning Presto. The 

opening movement’s legato rising-and-falling theme here retains that 

relentless energy. The wide intervallic leaps likewise reappear as the 

dance continues to spiral into a frenzy. Following a fortissimo climax, 

Bartók inserts a strange tune, con indifferenza, like a bizarre nursery 

song. From here, the piece charges inexorably to its resounding con-

clusion.

Bartók composed his Fifth String Quartet on commission from 

the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge Foundation; the score bears a dedi-

cation to Mrs. Sprague Coolidge, one of the early twentieth century’s 

most prominent patrons of new music.

GYÖRGY LIGETI
(Born May 28, 1923, Discsőszentmárton, Transylvania; died June 12, 

2006, Vienna, Austria)

Ballad and Dance for Two Violins

Composed: 1950

Other works from this period: Cello Sonata (1948–1953); Two 

Movements for String Quartet (1950); Musica ricercata for Solo Piano 

(1951–1953); Five Songs for Soprano and Piano (1952); Six Bagatelles 

for Wind Quintet (1952)

Approximate duration: 3 minutes

Unquestionably one of the most singular compositional voices of the 

twentieth century (and widely popularized by Stanley Kubrick’s appro-

priation of several of his works in the films 2001: A Space Odyssey, 

The Shining, and Eyes Wide Shut), György Ligeti was, at the end of 

his life, widely regarded as Western music’s greatest living composer. 

His music reflects his assimilation of a wide spectrum of cultural ele-

ments. Artistically descended from Bartók (one of the few prominent 

twentieth-century masters whose music he had exposure to in his 

youth), Ligeti later encountered the avant-garde community emer-

gent at Darmstadt in Germany. In the early 1980s, he extended his 
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sonic palette further, immersing himself in non-European musical 

cultures: his interest in Caribbean, African, and East Asian music com-

plemented the influence of his own Hungarian heritage. Ultimately, 

regardless of his aesthetic sources, Ligeti was always guided by his 

personal sound ideal. Given to sonic exploration and adventure, his 

music reveals a free-spirited imagination and infinite curiosity.

Ligeti’s Ballad and Dance for Two Violins, composed in 1950, 

are adaptations of Romanian folk music. They likewise nod to the 

composer’s heritage, as the medium of two violins inevitably evokes 

Bartók’s seminal volume of Forty-Four Duos for Two Violins. The idyl-

lic Ballad is a study in simplicity, rife with rustic charm. The infectious 

Dance, marked forte, energico, follows.

ERNŐ DOHNÁNYI
(Born July 27, 1877, Pozsony, Hungary [now Bratislava, Slovakia]; died 

February 9, 1960, New York City)

Sextet in C Major for Winds, Strings, and Piano, op. 37

Composed: 1935

Published: 1948

Other works from this period: Missa in dedicatione ecclesiae 

(Szeged Mass), op. 35 (1930); Szimfónikus percek (Symphonic 

Minutes) for Orchestra, op. 36 (1933); Cantus vitae, op. 38 

(symphonic cantata) (1939–1941) 

Approximate duration: 30 minutes

Excepting perhaps Franz Liszt, Ernő Dohnányi must be regarded as the 

most versatile musician to come from Hungary. He was, in addition to 

being a great composer, one of history’s greatest pianists; he achieved 

particular notoriety for performing Beethoven’s complete piano 

music in one season and undertaking all twenty-seven of Mozart’s 

piano concerti in another. Dohnányi was moreover a supremely gifted 

conductor and an influential teacher and administrator, as well, play-

ing a crucial role in building Hungary’s musical culture in the first half 

of the twentieth century.

Dohnányi received his formal musical training at the Budapest 

Academy of Music, where he would later briefly serve as Director. 

At the time of his enrollment, he was the first Hungarian musician 

of his level to choose to study at the Budapest Academy; his child-

hood friend Béla Bartók followed suit, beginning a lifelong trope of 

Dohnányi leading the way forward for Hungarian musical culture by 

his example. Some years later, starting in 1915, Dohnányi took it upon 

himself to raise Hungary’s collective musical sophistication: he inde-

pendently presented hundreds of concerts, selecting programs that 

aspired to a higher artistic standard than Hungarian audiences were 

accustomed to—and, between 1919 and 1921, when guest artists were 

unavailable, Dohnányi himself performed some 120 concerts a year in 

Budapest alone. Bartók credited Dohnányi with providing his coun-

try’s entire musical life during these years.

But unlike Bartók and Kodály, Dohnányi didn’t mine Hungarian 

folk music for his compositional vocabulary—which has likely compli-

cated his place in history somewhat, in that he was the chief architect 

of Hungary’s musical landscape but has inevitably been overshad-

owed in this respect by those composers who more literally gave 

Hungary its musical voice. Dohnányi’s music instead celebrates the 

Romantic legacy of Johannes Brahms and Robert Schumann.

Dohnányi’s Sextet in C Major, op. 37, composed in 1935, betrays 

the influence of German Romanticism on the composer’s aesthetic. 

Yet, while audibly indebted to Brahms and others, Dohnányi’s lan-

guage remains distinctly his own. Over a suspenseful harmony in the 

piano and fraught arpeggios in the cello, the horn issues the impas-

sioned first theme of the opening movement (Allegro appassionato). 

Clarinet, violin, and viola take up the melody in turn, quickly establish-

ing the sextet’s broad palette of instrumental colors. A similar anxiety 

permeates the second theme, introduced by the viola, followed by 

clarinet and violin, above a restless piano accompaniment. The ten-

sion releases, briefly, as violin and then clarinet present a charming, 

dotted-rhythm tune.

In lieu of a conventional repeat of the exposition, Dohnányi pres-

ents an alternate version of it: each theme appears again, in the same 

order but cast in different timbres. The first theme is presented by 

the violin, followed by horn, clarinet, and cello. Horn, viola, and clari-

net reprise the second theme. The dotted-rhythm tune returns, with 

the clarinet preceding the violin. Having already thus reimagined the 

essence of the movement’s principal materials, Dohnányi proceeds to 

probe them further in the tempestuous development section.

Dohnányi follows the Allegro appassionato’s stormy energy with 

a dreamy intermezzo. Lush string chords, dusted with delicate piano 

flourishes, create a pastel haze. The piano abruptly interrupts the rev-

erie with a militant march, above which clarinet and horn, in unison, 
intone a stark melody. The full ensemble comes together as this war-

like music escalates to a fever pitch. Just as quickly, the march passes, 

and the intermezzo returns to its previous tranquility.

The clarinet begins the third movement, marked Allegro con sen-
timento, with a guileless, folk-like tune. A series of variations on this 

theme follows: first, an animated piano variation, powered forward by 

repeated notes in the cello, and then a risoluto variation, involving the 

full ensemble. The cello surges with soaring lyricism to launch the fol-

lowing variation, marked più animato, appassionato. A nimble presto 

variation recalls Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream scherzo 

style. The tempo slows for the honey-voiced fifth variation, weav-

ing together suave legato melodies in all voices. As the music slows 

to andante tranquillo, Dohnányi displays a sleight of compositional 

invention redolent of Brahms (cf. that composer’s Clarinet Quintet, 

op. 115): the tune morphs into the first movement’s opening theme, 

revealing that material to be a prefiguration of these variations.

From this remembrance of the sextet’s beginning, the music 

proceeds attacca into the finale, marked Allegro vivace, giocoso. 
The piano presents the cartoonish theme, thereafter taken up by the 

rest of the ensemble with almost inane glee. In similarly impish fash-

ion, the movement’s subsidiary theme resembles a waltz but for its 

rhythmic hijinks; it places the triple-meter dance in duple time. A final 

recollection of the sextet’s opening theme—now radiant and trium-

phant—precedes the work’s boisterous conclusion.




